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Marbella Design 2020 closes with great 
winners and a positive balance.

Erico Navazo, Sara Folch, Soledad 
Ordoñez and Nayra Iglesias, have 
been the winners of this 2020 edition.

Almost a score of prestigious professionals, as 
well as more than 200 firms and brands of the 
sector, have participated in this edition, which 
is gaining even greater significance, given the 
circumstances of the health crisis that we are 
going through.

On the last day of the event, the awards were 
given to: the “Kalypso” space by Soledad 
Ordoñez for Best Original Design and Excellent 
Design in all categories, the “Tierra” space by 
Erico Navazo for Innovative Space in materials, 
“Le Sud Suite” by Nayra Iglesias for Best Contract 
Proposal and the “The Court of Miracles” space 
by Sara Folch for Technological Innovation.

Erico Navazo, Sara Folch, Soledad Ordoñez and Nayra Iglesias.  /  Photo: Paloma Pacheco

Erico Navazo and Alejandro ZaiaNayra Iglesias

Alfonso Castellón, Alejandro Zaia, Carolina Abril, Raquel Oliva, Sebastián Valdez, Susana Urbano, Juan Manuel Aragón

Sara Folch and Marian García of JUNG

Photo: Orietta Ibarrondo

Raquel Olivawww.anitastyle.es

The jury that have decided on the awards have been made up, in this edition, of the 
best architects in Marbella.
Photo: Manuel Diaz Cebrián (Artistic director of Marbella Design), Gustavo Huete Arquitectos 
(jury), Carlos Lamas Arquitectos (jury), Ismael Mérida Arquitectos (Jury), Miguel Tobal Arquitectos 
(jury), Hugo Torrico of Villaroel-Torrico Arquitectos (jury), Alejandro Zaia (CEO of Marbella 
Design), Jean Pierre Martel (Interior Design), Alfonso Castellón (Creative direction of Marbella 
Design), Juan Manuel Aragón (Architect of Finsa).
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1st Prize
Award for a space 
with the best design

Kalypso - by Soledad Ordonez
Kalypso, queen of the seas, disembarks to eclipse lovers of art, good taste, and Marbella’s 
charms. Tired of Odysseus’s caprices, she unleashes her ire and spills her love in the form 
of gold rivers to attract souls in search of a refuge beyond art and chords. Delve into the 360 
experience of architecture, technology, sound, and always, always, the intervention of man. 
Because on Earth, we are all human and we all like to dance. Dive in! Collaborating brands: 
Ramos & Cobos, Gira Ibérica, Carone Mobiliario, Peke Toyas, Mortex, Oliva Iluminación, Stars AV, 
Orac Decor, La fábrica de Hielo.
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2nd Prize
Award for a space 
innovative in materials 

Photos: Gonzalo BotetMARBELLA DESIGN FAIR 2020

Earth–Addictions Design by Erico Navazo 
Earth, a space where the serene and honest vision of Erico 
Navazo is reflected. A design for Addictions Design, the National 
Association of Design and Real Estate. Natural textures and 
pure materials handcrafted to express their truth, creating a 
calm, mysterious, and sophisticated atmosphere. The space 
seeks, as an identifying mark of the Navazo style, comfort over 
theatricality. Fleeing from the pretentious, conforming itself to 
pieces rooted in our history through the good offices of all time. A 
space in which Avawood participates with its wooden floors, the 
sculptures of Elizabeth Martín Maíllo, Home Futura technology, 
Heress Home carpentry and Eclisse doors, WaterRower and 
its functional and wooden furniture for fitness, the vegetal 
architecture of Landscaper, ASM Taps – manufacturers of 
leadfree taps, natural stone from Incom Pator, microcement 
from Mortex, Treforma upholstery, Eflux technical lighting, 
Carpyen decorative lighting, century-old wooden tables from 
Gio by Vega, custom freehand ceramic pieces from Cerámica, 
wallpaper from Glamora, photographs and digital printing by 
Yellow Corner, unique pieces by Von Pelt and Ka International 
with their natural fabrics.

Elisabeth Martin Maillo
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3rd Prize
Award for the best 
contract proposal

4th Prize
Technological 

Innovation Award
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The Court of Miracles, JUNG’s space  designed by Sara Folch Interior Design, references the dressing tables of old princely 
palaces and mansions. Nowadays, it could be adapted as a foyer to the dressing rooms of luxury hotel suites or private homes. Reigning 
the space is a grand central table, devised by the interior designer and the backbone of the project. The space counts with two different 
environments, thanks to the piece’s grandeur and the JUNG technology, which includes in its installation the Alexa voice control system 
to create various environments and automate certain elements – like the opening and closing of drawers with makeup or hairdressing 
items and the blinds and panels around the room. The table has both, hairdressing and vanity areas. It includes three heights, three 
functions, three patterns, and a glossy piano texture with a color meant to highlight the user’s skin. 

Le Sud Suite – by In Out Studio 
Le Sud Suite is a personal reflexion by Nayra Iglesias, Director of 
In Out Studio, on current times: “Mother Earth is warning us that 
we have to change the way we live and, consequently, redirect 
the way we design.” A suite divided into two areas: a bathroom 
and dressing room with pieces from Geberit; and a bedroom area 
with a spectacular headboard, a reading and working corner, and 
decorative lighting. It is a small but complete demonstration that 
there is another way to design, to generate a dialogue within the 
ecological, with natural materials like the eco-cement of Cement 
Design, and technology, reflected in the lighting of Tecsoled, 
and Grupo Light Center’s home automation. A visual and formal 

language with materials in natural colors like terracotta, rich in 
contrasting textures, such as Formica metal panels, Miapetra 
natural stone, Gordon Imports textiles, and Vessel by Tattoo brand 
resins. The materialization of this impressive space is possible 
thanks to TATTOO, a contract company that has taken charge in 
the installation and logistics in Marbella Design 2020, as well as its 
production and construction, where it has counted with the support 
of MODIFASE, experts in luxury contract furniture. Le Sud Suite is, in 
short, an innovative concept for the hotel suite - designed with our 
mind on the future and our feet in the ground.
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A Trip to Tuscany – by Robles Díaz Arquitects to 
Apymespa and Fernando Moreno
For Robles Díaz Arquitects, the main concern when designing 
a space is listening and attending to the needs of the client, 
expressing ideas and reading in between the lines with the sole 
purpose of obtaining a coherent final result that is able to transmit 
the established ideas. As travelers, the essential thing we want to 
find when we arrive to a “hotel room” is the feeling of having arrived 

Feeling Marbella
by Marisa Gallo
‘Feeling Marbella’ is a space for sharing. For this purpose, we have 
created different areas within a serene and balanced environment. 
Neutral colors and natural textures form part of the space, 
simultaneously creating an elegant yet discrete setting. One can 
find luxury in the details and small objects, within a space of 35m2. 

at a place to rest, where we can relax and disconnect after a long 
day. Tuscany is undoubtedly an idyllic place, where nature and 
landscapes become another travel companion, one that clearly 
conveys that sense of serenity and home that we wanted for this Art 
Deco inspired project. The blue and brown colors of the materials, 
along with the vertical garden’s greenery, evoke typical Tuscan 
villas, becoming fundamental elements to define the spaces. 

Art is also a great protagonist in the interior design of our space. 
Here, we highlight a work by the Mexican painter, artist, and poet, 
Yuri Zatarain. From painting with brushes to using his own hands in 
the creation of his pieces, he achieves a perfect connection with art. 
Technology is an element of comfort and home automation allows us 
to create different scenarios and atmospheres at the hands of GIRA. 

Interior Design
by Nezha Kanouni 
The essence of Nezha Kanouni’s interior design is defined by its 
style; contemporary, fresh, eclectic, as well as elegant and of relaxed 
sophistication. Renouncing saturation and always looking for the 
harmony and balance between form, texture, composition, and 

Crisal Decoración
by Studio 2 – Debbie Pea Design 
Crisal Decoración presents, in collaboration with Studio 2, a unique 
space representing its brand values in each piece and corner. The 
Mediterranean style has been an inspiration for Studio 2 to seek 
the room’s warmth and comfort, targets in any decoration project. 

color of all elements to create spaces that provide synergy to the 
lifestyle and environment of those who enjoy them. To accomplish 
this, it chooses materials of the highest quality and avant-garde 
designs offered by both, the most exclusive international decoration 
houses and firms, as well as by the various craftsmen with which NK 
creates custom furniture pieces for client projects. 

Designed as a place of gathering for family and friends, or for endless 
hours at the table in warm and sunny afternoons.The home as a 
meeting place at the center of social life, highlights versatile designs 
perfect for the day to day. A setting where originality, elegance, and 
quality are found in each of the pieces and corners of the exhibit.
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Origen – by Soul Arquitectura 
and Oliva Iluminación
A sensory experience for the viewer, where light and its 
transformation through design, take on a special role. Resin and 
neon pieces, in pastel colors on the ceiling, represent the strength 
of natural materials in their purest form; chromatic ranges that take 

Atlas, Nel´la Design by Nicoe Design 
The trends in modern kitchen decoration are constantly evolving. 
Previously, this space was solely intended to cook and eat. Today, it 
has transformed itself into a place much more integrated into daily 
life. It is not unusual to find people watching television, using the 
computer or studying, in addition to the activities for which kitchens 
have been designed. Therefore, given that the kitchen has become a 

us to a sunset transforming and merging in the process of creating 
light through design in the making of Raquel Oliva’s new lamp 
collection. Pure lines that merge the strength of natural materials, 
like quartz, and the elegance and subtlety of the incredible fabrics of 
Loro Piana. Which, when combined, provide warmth and harmony 
to each environment as if it were a work of art. 

multifunctional space. Its decoration increasingly occupies a more 
important role, and in Marbella Fair, Nel’la Design presents some of 
the main trends adapting to any era. With the objective of enhancing 
ebony wood in a contemporary style of straight lines to be able to 
appreciate the quality and materials that compose it. 

Diana - by Welcome Design 
Diana is a hybrid design project: it’s a hall, a living room, a lounge… 
Through this space at Marbella Design, we want to convey a 
confident and direct message based in color and optimism. Within 
this creative proposal, we present a portion of our new wallpaper 
collection, as well as a collection of lamps in collaboration with 
TAO Lighting. The design offers references to RCR materials, TM 

PIETRA DI ROMA
by María Paz Torino y Jesús Peña. 
A journey through history, accentuating the origins of places where 
cleaning, purification and the cult of skin care were essential. 
Elegance, and delicate ornamentation, finishes in gold, wood and 
stone. PIETRA DI ROMA is a commemoration of the majestic Roman 

furniture chairs with a dynamic color range and an outdoor/indoor 
intervention with Tarimatec. Ultimately, it is a design that emerged 
from creative spontaneity, without prejudice, free. An ideal setting 
for this uncertain context. Because life goes on. In collaboration 
with Gira.

baths. The challenge was the staging of a collection of washbasins 
from the LAVANDINO firm, which suggests this undertaking on 
a journey to the past. A marked contrast between the subdued 
surroundings of Roman tint, with the contemporary of pure pieces.

Photos: Gonzalo BotetMARBELLA DESIGN FAIR 2020
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Home Experience – by Bang & Olufsen and Lutron
Lutron’s constant commitment to innovation in lighting control 
technology, keeps the firm at the forefront of the market, managing 
to embellish some of the most iconic public places in the world – 
such as The Statue of Liberty, the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, 
and the Central Headquarters of the Bank of China in Beijing, among 

others. Additionally, Lutron has also spearheaded innovation in the 
technology for shades and blinds, as well as wired and wireless 
systems that enable the integration of electric light with daylight 
control. 

Photo: Paloma PachecoPhoto: Gonzalo BotetMARBELLA DESIGN FAIR 2020

Lock in –by Susana Urbano
“Lock in” is a sensory space that activates all senses and invites 
you to enter and stay. It is a summary of my vision of what a home 
should be and the objective of all my projects. The goal is to always 
create spaces that reflect on the personality of the client, that 
captivates them, that are unexpected and places in which they 
feel very comfortable to stay with themselves and their guests. On 
one side  “Stay”, a sophisticated, elegant, comfortable dining room 

with a lot of character, surrounded by art and technology among 
others through the wonderful sensorial lamp from WAW Collection, 
winner of a German Design award 2021, a dreamy oak table, made 
by Ramos & Cobos, with Sèvres crystal glassware, tableware from 
the Rosenthal Group, and personalized linen napkins by Saga. Marru 
Tapizados has been the artisan responsible for the manufacturing 
of the chairs.

Aalto Exclusive Design
Is an international Multi-brand Design Studio, with an 800m2 design 
showroom in the Golden Mile, in Marbella and its manufacturing plant 
in Malaga. The company has created its own collection of luxury 
furniture distributed in various European countries. The philosophy 
and success of AALTO is based on its passion for design, its creativity, 
constant strive to provide support to its clients and a solid team with 
experienced professionals allowing a continuous flow and fusion 

of ideas, that lead to astonishing design concepts.AALTO is a one 
stop hub where you can find the solutions for your interior design 
questions and transfer your project into your dream home.

AALTO is working directly with the major renowned design brands, 
including but not limited to Trussardi - Luxury Living Group-  Smania 
- AALTO - Gallotti & Radice - Alivar - Casamilano.
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Boîte a Bonbons by Alfonso Castellón 
This space was set with the purpose of reinventing a bar. Its 
location in the center of the exhibition has conditioned its design 
to be in the form of a tower and lighthouse. It is a place for meeting, 
assembly, and a crossroad that, for the occasion, has been adorned 
with elements of our Mediterranean culture. With a modern air, it 
also gives off a naïve and theatrical style thanks to the masterful 

engineering work carried out by Susana Bardera’s Workshop, the 
creativity of Wall&Deco’s wallpapers, and the sand-like vinyl floors 
of Beau Floor. The texture is provided by the decorative coatings of 
the Mortex firm, emphasized by the infinite lighting possibilities of 
the Simon firm.

Restaurant: Los Mellizos
Outdoor furniture: Sunso and Kettal
Floors: Agrojardin


